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PREFACE

This report presents a theoretical model of the air

craft rolling resistance in snow as function of some snow,

vehicle and tire parameters.

The project has been sponsored by the National Swedish

Civil Aviation Administration

This paper is a special issue of VTI REPORT 173 A
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Flygplans rullmotstand i torr nysno

En teoretisk studie

av Mats Lidstrom

Statens vag- och trafikinstitut (VTI)
Fack
581 01 LINKCPING

REFERAT

Pa uppdrag av luftfartsverket utforde Statens vag och

trafikinstitut under aren 1972 76 matningar av rull-

motstandet i torr nysno for ett flygplanshjul och ett

hjul med ASTM dack. Sammanlagt utfordes 180 prov under

olika forhallanden, dar snons tathet varierade mellan

30 och 130 kg/m3 och med snodjup upp till 10 cm. Mat-

fordonets hastighet varierade mellan SO och 80 km/h.

Matforlopp och matresultat har tidigare redovisats i

VTI RAPPORT 128.

Malsattningen med rullmotstandsmatningarna var att kun

na bedoma hur rullmotstandet varierade med hastighet,

hjullast, snotathet och snodjup for flygplan i hastig

hetsintervallet O 200 km/h. Eftersom rullmotstandsmat

ningar endast gjordes i intervallet 50 ~80 km/h kravdes

en kompletterande teoretisk studie av vilka fysikaliska

faktorer som bygger upp hjulets rullmotstand 1 5nd.

En sadan teoretisk studie presenteras darfor i denna

rapport. De viktigaste tillskotten till rullmotstandet

bedoms darvid harrora fran dels snons hoptryckningsmot-

stand och dels den energi som kravs for att forflytta

snomassan med hjulets hastighet vid hOptryckningen. As-

pekter som inverkan av dackets monster och krafter i

dackssidan har ej medtagits.

Den teoretiska modellen jamfors sa med matningarna och

slutligen presenteras ett forslag till berakningsunder

lag for bestamning av rullmotstandet for flygplanshjul

som funktion av flygplanets och snons parametrar.
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II

Aircraft Rolling Resistance in Loose Dry Snow

A theoretical analysis

by Mats Lidstrom

National Swedish Road and Traffic Research Institute

Fack

8-581 01 LINKGPING SWEDEN

ABSTRACT

In order to provide data on the rolling resistance of

aircraft wheels in dry, loose snow the National Swedish

Road and Traffic Research Institute has carried out

measurements using an aircraft tire and an ASTM tire.

A total of 180 test runs were madeunder 25 different

conditions. Snow density during the tests varied between

30 and 130 kg/m3, with snow depths up to 10 cm and

velocities between 50 and 80 km/h. The test results

have previously been presented.

In order to be able to predict the rolling resistance

as function of aircraft speed, static wheel load, snow

density and snow depth, with the presented measurements

as base, a complementary theoretical predictive model

was found to be necessary. This report therefore presents

a theoretical model describing the aircraft rolling

resistance in loose, dry snow. Finally, after comparing

theory and practical measurements, a formula for the

determination of the rolling resistance as function of

aircraft and snow parameters is suggested.
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INTRODUCTION

In order to provide data on the rolling resistance of

aircraft wheels in loose, dry snow the National Swedish

Road and Traffic Research Institute has carried out

measurements of the rolling resistance of an aircraft

wheel as function of dry snow parameters. The wheel

was equipped with a tire of the dimension 12.50-16,

which is used on aircrafts of types CV-440 and N-262.

The measurements were carried out with a static wheel

load of 38,800 N (3,960 kp) and a tire inflation

pressure of 410 kPa (60 psi) and 550 kPa (80 psi),

respectively. The speed during the measurements was

50 km/h.

Furthermore measurements have been carried out of the

rolling resistance of a tire of the dimension 7.50 14

in dry snow at different speeds. This tire is especially

intended for friction measurements (ASTM tire). These

measurements were performed with a static wheel load of

4,800 N (490 kp) and at speeds of 50,65 and 80 km/h.

A total of 180 test runs were made under 25 different

conditions. Snow density during the tests varied between

30 and 130 kg/m3, with snow depths up to 10 cm. The test

results have previously been presented (ref 1).

In order to be able to predict the rolling resistance

as function of aircraft speed, wheel static load, snow

density and snow depth, with the presented measurements

as base, a complementary theoretical predictive model

was found to be necessary. This report therefore presents

a theoretical model describing the aircraft rolling

resistance in loose, dry snow. Finally, after comparing

theory and practical measurements, a formula for the

determination of the rolling resistance as function of

aircraft and snow parameters is suggested.
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List of symbols

 

A Area of the flat part of the tire-snow contact
area

Dimensionless constant, defined in eq 3.4

Dimensionless constant, defined in eq 2.1, see
also fig 2.2

Width of the tire-snow contact area

Rolling resistance force due to compression

Rolling resistance force due to dynamic motion
of the snow particles

Rolling resistance force due to internal friction
in the tire, independent of snow parameters

Total rolling resistance force

Static load of the wheel

Initial snow depth before compression

Final snow depth after compression

Snow depth when compressed to ice density

Length of the flat part of the tire-snow contact
area

Wheel radius

Void ratio, see eq 2.2

Final void ratio after compression

Aircraft speed

Average density of snow with depth h

Final density of the snow after compression

Density of ice, 920 kg/m3

Initial snow density before compression

Unconfined compressive strength of snow, see
chapter 2

Unconfined compressive strength of ice, see
fig 2.2
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PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF SNOW

One aspect of major importance in the formulation of

a model for rolling resistance in snow is the determi-

nation of those snow properties that are important to

the development of traction in snow. A literature

survey shows that work in this field has been done

mainly in the USA. This chapter relates therefore

results from snow research made by the U.S. Army Cold

Regions Research Engineering Laboratory, CRREL, reported

in ref 3 6.

Snow classification

 

The initial properties of snow deposited at the ground

depend not only upon the size, shape and temperature of

the snow crystals but also on the packing arrangement,

which is determined by the manner in which they are laid

down. In calm weather, crystals settle gently to the

surface, where they lie in loose contact to form a mass

of low density. Large and intricate crystals, which are

most common when air temperature and humidity are rela-

tively high, form fluffy masses with very low density,

while small crystals of simple shape achieve closer

packing, giving densities up to 200 kg/m3.

Snow will be compacted only if energy is added to the

system in the form of work done upon it by external

forces or in the form of heat exchange with the environ-

ment. Packing is characterized by an increase both in

snow density and in the strength of interparticle bonds.

Compacted snow can have densities up to 800 kg/m3. If

the snow is compacted further, the pores of the snow

seal off to form closer air bubbles and render the

material impermeable to air flow. By convention, this

event is taken as the transition from "snow" (permeable)

to "ice" (impermeable). As ice the density can rise
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to 920 kg/m3.

Compressive strength under rapid loading

Snow behaves elastically only under loadings of short

duration, with strains small enough to be accomodated

without disruption of the grain structure. When rapid

strains are so big that the original grain structure

is destroyed, the snow is considered to have collapsed

and the stress necessary for causing collapse is taken

as the unconfined compression of the snow. After the

initial collapse, the snow becomes stronger since there

is an increase of density and higher stresses must be

applied to cause further collapse.
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Figure 2.1 Strength relative to the strength of ice
versus void ratio, linearized in accordance

with eq 2.1 (from ref 4)
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The ultimate strength of snow is related to the proper

ties of density, temperature and grain structure. Of

these, density is by far the most significant parameter.

Measurements of the unconfined compressive strength as

a function of density is reported in ref 4. Below a

density of about 400 kg/m3, snow has very little strength.

In this low density range, strength does not appear to

be a strong function of density, but seems to depend

mainly on grain texture and structure. Low density snow

has an open, weakly-bonded grain structure in which

grains have considerable freedom to move, so that the

snow is readily compressible.

For higher density snowy strengthis heavily dependent

on density. The grains are closely packed, so that the

snow can be deformed only by straining the actual grains

and the bonds connecting them.

The most satisfactory empirical expression for repre-

senting the unconfined compressive strength (0C) from

the reported data was found to be (fig 2.l)

o = o. e (2.1)

where oi denotes the strength of ice and b is a dimen-

sionless constant. As can be seen in figure 2.2 this

constant varies between 1 and 2 for temperatures higher

than lOOC. The void ratio r is defined as the ratio of

void volume to volume of solid ice grains

VV 1 i
r = vr-= - = -l (2.2)

which can be described as a function of the density of

polycrystalline ice pi and the density of snow p.
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THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF THE ROLLING RESISTANCE IN SNOW

In the following chapter a theoretical model is presen-

ted, where the wheel rolling resistance is related to

snow depth, snow density, static wheel load and wheel

velocity. Previous work in this field has been con-

centrated to traction in deformable soils, such as sand

or clay, who are less compressible than snow, see ref

7. The only paper concerning tire traction on snow co-

vered pavements known to the author is a theoretical

overview, ref 2, where some general aspects are presen-

ted.

The model presented here is a very simple version where

only two aspects of tire traction in snow are considered,

the force needed to compress the snow mass and the

additional dynamic force necessary to move the snow

mass with a velocity determined by the wheel velocity.

The influence from the tire tread pattern or the side-

walls of the tire are neglected. Furthermore the diffe

rent parameters are restricted to values close to the

measured ranges reported in ref 1 and summarized in

appendix 1. That means:

p0 < 200 kg/m3

h < 100 mm
0

V < 100 km/h

Tire penetration into the snow layer

 

A rolling tire in snow will compress the snow layer

until equilibrium is reached between the static load

of the tire, F2 and a reaction force created by

the pressure distribution in the contact area between

snow and tire.
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Figure 3.1 Geometry of the contact area between tire
and snow

 

When the snow is compressed the density is increased

and since the snow mass is unchanged the relation

between snow depth h and average snow density p becomes

(3.1)

There is however an upper limit for the snow compression

since the packing of the molecules in snow can not

exceed packing in ice (see chapter 2)

< (3.2)

from

(2.1), the relation between the static load F2 and the

With the unconfined compressive strength 0C

snow pressure can be written (see fig 3.1)
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P = I G -dA (3.3)
2 c

contact

area

The pressure distribution 0C in the snow tire contact

area is highly dependent on the snow density as has

been shown in (2.1). A fairly good approximation of

(3.3) would therefore be to look at the flat part of

the contact area only, where the density value is high

and supposed to be constant.But then the oC-value is

constant also why

 

 

-br2 2
FZ==A-oie =Aoi (l--brf ), rf <l

Then

.j

r :y//l;(l Fz)
f b A0

and, from (2.2)

p.

pf=pi = 3}- (3.4). 1
F I

/ 1 Z
l-+ B(l Egg)

This approximative equation is valid only for normal

forces where

FZ<.A°Oi (3.5)

For higher normal forces the final density of equals

the density of ice pi making further snow compression

impossible.

:pil FZ>A G- (3.6)
Of 1
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Rolling resistance due to snow compression

 

When the tire is rolling into the snow layer the snow

will be compressed from its initial height hO to its

final height hf (see fig 3.2). The work needed for snow

compression when the tire has been moved a distance ds

is described by

ho

dWC== I GO dAdh (3.7)

hf

where

dA==b ds
k

and 0c is the unconfined compressive strength of the

snow as defined in chapter 2.

 

 

   

Figure 3.2
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The pushing force needed to overcome the compressive

energy can be written

hodwC
FE:= ds = I Ocobk.dh (3.8)

hf

and with (2.1)

ho 2
F =b g e br dh (3 9)
c k 1 '

hf

The void ratio r can be expressed as function of the

snow depth h (2.2), (3.1)

p.

r= 1- 1=-9--1 (3.10)
p h.

1

and with

h
Ll: VWF (E '-l) (3.11)

1

becomes (3.9)

u

bk oi hi 0 _u2
Fez T [e du

uf

The integral in (3.12) can be written as follows

uO 0° uf oo

_ 2 _ 2 _ 2 _u2

Ieu du= J eu du-f eu du-J e du

uf o 0 L10
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where

I e du = Li
2

o

uf 2 uf 3
-u 2 uf

[e du I(l-u)du uf- 3 ,uf<l

o o

uO 2

-u IVV7 _ _ 3
I e du if uf-+3 uf , uf <l, u02>3 (3.14)

uf

Since

ho Di 2
u ==-/b'( -l)== Vb'( -l) >3.6, p <200 kg/m
0 h. p o

i o

hf pi
11 = V13'b -]J = Vb'( -l)

f hi pf

and with (3.4)

/ I F '
_ _ = _ zuf- /b'(a l) 1 A01 < l

are these approximations acceptable.
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With eqs (3.12) -(3.l4) FC can be written

bk Oi hi / * 3/2
FC== 7VB [7f-/FBKa-l)-F% (a-l)3] (3.15)

or finally with (3.1) and (3.4)

 

 

3.3 Rolling resistance due to dynamic motion of the snow

When the snow is compacted the snow particles has to

be given enough dynamic energy to make it possible to

move them in vertical direction with the compacting

velocity vz. The energy needed for this when the tire

has been moved a distance ds is described by

VZ2 1%) VZ2
de== [ 7f dm== I 77 ()dA dh (3.17)

hf
where

dA==b ds
k

The corresponding dynamic rolling resistance force can

be written

 

ho
de bk 2

Pd: ds = "2 [V2 p

hf

VTI REPORT 173A



  

  

Figure 3.3

 

From the geometry in fig 3.3 are

VZ==V sind (3.19)

h-hf==R(l-COSd)-R(l-cosa (3.20)l)

. £
Slnal=§§

Since the presented model is supposed to be valid for

small snow depths only, sin and cos of the angle d can

be approximated by

sinoc = on

coax=l_-
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This is within 10% error for snow depths where

<x<40O

which corresponds to

or

 

2 2 zoc=/ (h-hf) +( 2 §) (3.22)

o
b_ k 2 2 _ 2 2 dh_

Pd " 2 V poho I [ h hf) + (2??) J
hf

b h h 2 h
__ k 2 ___£__ _£__ K _9
'_7i V poho [% h [ h 8Rh ] 2n r1 ]

o o f

or

VTI REPORT 173A
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Total rolling resistance in loose snow

The contribution to the rolling resistance from the

compressive and dynamic work can now be summarized and

completed by adding the rolling resistance caused by

the internal friction of the tire.

(3.24)P =F +P +F
r o c d

where the internal friction usually is described by

E =f F (3.25)

FC is described by (3.15)

b 0. 3/2
_ k 1 VTT_ ._ b _ 3

Fc 7176 ['2 b (a 1) *3 (a 1) ] poho

and Fd can be written (3.23)

b o o 2 o
F := £ l-a 2-+ a 9- & - £n a 2 v2 p h 2

d. R O p o o

where
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MEASUREMENTS OF THE ROLLING RESISTANCE IN SNOW COMPARED

WITH THEORY

In order to obtain measured data on the relation bet-

ween the rolling resistance and parameters such as snow

depth, snow density, wheel load and wheel velocity some

measurements have been made at the institute within a

five-year period l972- l977. The tests were madewith

two modified friction-test vehicles BV8 and BV9 on air-

fields covered with snow. The tests have been reported by

Kihlgren (1977) (1). In this chapter the tests will be

presented briefly and the results are compared with the

presented theoretical model. The obtained rolling resi

stance values are reprinted in appendix 1.

The measurements were separated into two subgroups with

different normal loads and tire dimensions. In the first

group an aircraft wheel with the dimension 12.50-16 was

used with the static load FZ==38,800 N. All tests were

made with the same wheel velocity - 50 km/h why no con-

clusions can be drawn from this material concerning the

velocity dependence of the rolling resistance.

Two different values of the tire inflation pressure

(410 kPa and 550 kPa) were tested and the results are

plotted in figure 4.1. A least square determination of

the rolling resistance dependence of poho on the form

Fr==co+cl p h (4.1)
00

is also indicated in the figure.
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For this tire the contact area A is estimated to a

value between .05 m2 and .1 m2. With FZ==38800 N and

oi==lO6 N/m2 the static load dependent factor a

(eq 3.4) lies between a==l.4 and a==l.6. The constant

b, defined in eq 2.1 is supposed to be b =l.5.

Since the tire width bk is about .25 m for this tire

the theoretical value of the constant (from 3.15)

 

Cl:bkp:l _;r_)_(a_l) +132 (a_l)3:l

becomes

cl==97 m3/s2 for A==.05 m2 and

cl==78 m3/s2 for A==.l m2.

The least square fittedvalues are

cl==80 m3/s2 for 410 kPa and

cl==74 m3/s2 for 550 kPa inflation pressure.

Due to the above presented theory a decrease in infla-

tion pressure, which increases the contact area, should

slightly lower the cl-value. The result points at the

opposite direction but this could be explained by too

few measured datapoints (see fig 4.1).

The cO-value is highly dependent of the inflation pres-

sure since the lower pressure increases the internal

rolling resistance of the tire. The least square fitted

value are

co==557 N for 410 kPa and

co==428 N for 550 kPa inflation pressure.
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Figure 4.1 Measured rolling resistance force values as
function of the snow mass per square meter. The
tire dimensions were 12.50-16 with static load
38,800 N, and two different inflation pressures
410 and 550 kPa.
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In the second group an ASTM-tire was used, especially

intended for tire-pavement tests. This tire has a plain

rib pattern and the dimensions 7.50-14. Three different

wheel velocities were used in this testgroup 50,65 and

80 km/h, all with the static load F2 =4800 N and tire

inflation pressure 165 kPa.

The results from these tests are presented in fig 4.2-

4.3. Since three different velocity Values were used

the least square fitting in this case can be more

complete

2 +Fr c0 c1 pOhO-+

(4.2)

In these tests the normal force is relatively low why

the snow is compressed.to a value of lower than in the

previous tests. With a tire-snow contact area around

A=2.02 m2 the normal force dependent coefficient will

be a==l.7, and the contact lengh £==.l7 m.

The results from the least square fittings are indica-

ted in figure 4.2 and 4.3. The fitted cl-Value will be

cl==18 m3/s2

and, with bk==.12 m, the corresponding theoretical

value becomes

b ~o.
._ k 1 i l__ ._ b __ 3 __ 3 2

cl- BZ [2 / b (a l) +-3 (a JJ :]-24 m /s

In the same way the measured c2-value becomes

c2==.408
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and the theoretical with R==.35 m

bk
C =2 R'=.343

It should be pointed out that, as before, the least

square fitted values are based on relatively few data-

points resulting in rough estimations of the constant

values only.
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v==50 km/h
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X
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Figure 4.2

 

Measured rolling resistance force values as
function of snow depth h , snow density 0

wheel velocity V. The tire dimensions were

7.50-14 with static load 4800 N and inflation
pressure 165 kPa.

The drawn lines represent the least square
determined approximations 0n the total material
according to eq (4.2)

and
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D ==80 kg/m3
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Fr(N) 3

po==80 kg/m

h ==65 mm
400 - O

x

I
/

200 X x x

I 1 I V(km/h)

50 65 80

Measured rolling resistance force values as

function of wheel velocity v, snow density
p0 and snow depth ho. The tire dimensions were

7.50-l4 with static load 4800 N and inflation
pressure 165 kPa.
The drawn lines represent the least square
determined approximations on the total material
according to eq (4.2)

Figure 4.3
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Figure 4.3 (continued)
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ESTIMATION OF AIRCRAFT ROLLING RESISTANCE IN LOOSE,

DRY SNOW

The theoretical model presented in chapter 3 and compa

red with measured data in chapter 4 can serve as a base

for estimations of the rolling resistance in loose, dry

snow for aircraft wheels. In such estimations the para-

meter value range is expanded compared with the measu-

red range, see table 5.1.

Table 5.1 Comparison between the typical aircraft
parameter value range and the values from
the measurements.

 

Aircraft MeaSured

Velocity V" km/h 0-200 50-80

kt 0-llO 30- 45

Static load FZ N 50000 250000 5000, 40000

Wheel radius R m .5 -.55 .35

Tire width bk m .3 .12, .25

Contact area A. m2 .16 .02* .l

Nothing known today points at different snow behaviour

for higher wheel velocities than the measured values,

but since this part of snow physics is relatively un-

known, it would be preferable to validate the model with

additional measurements at higher speeds.

The expanded static load values for aircraftsshould not

severely affect the validity of the model since also

the tire dimensions are increased. The tire pressure

against the snow is therefore in the same range as in

the measurements.
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An aircraft in motion generates aerodynamic effects that

can whirl the snow in the air. If this occurs in front

of the wheels the snow height will be reduced, which in

turn reduces the rolling resistance of the aircraft.

On the other hand this whirling snow will increase the

aerodyanmic resistance due to the increase in air den

sity. No attemptions has been made to evaluate the

influence from the whirling snow.

According to (3.24) the total rolling resistance force

can be written

Fr=FO+FC+Fd (5.1)

It is beyond the sc0pe of this report to make estimations

of the rolling resistance on snowfree surfaces, F0, why

this term is excluded in the following. The remaining,

snow dependent part of the rolling resistance is then

FS==FC+Fd (5.2)

or, expressed as rolling resistance coefficients

FS=fS'FZ=(fC+fd)-FZ (5.3)

where (3.15), (3.23)

  

0. b p h 3/2
f0: 1 kFOOL- Lj- ./E(a-1)+b3 (a-l)3:|

in b 2

(5.4)

2 2h 2
f :31: 130 0 l_af 2+ a32_i_gna32

d. R F p. p. 8Rh .
Z l l O l

(5.5)
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As parameter values, typical for aircraft has been

choosen

bk==.3 m

R ==.55 m

E =lOO 000 N

The tire inflation pressure is usually choosen with

respect to the tire deflection to obtain a loaded wheel

radius of approximately 85% of its unloaded, nominal

value. The length of the contact area can then be deter-

mined

 

27

2,=2 /§2-(.85 R) R==.55 m

and with a rectangular contact area

A==2-b 165 mk:'

the snow pressure dependent coefficient will be (3.4)

a- l-+//; (1 Egg) 1.5

In figure 5.1 the estimated snow dependent part of the

aircraft rolling resistance coefficient fS is plotted

as function of snow depth hO and wheel velocity v. The

snow density range of interest is 50-120 kg/m3 why

p0 = 100 kg/m3

has been choosen as a typical value.
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YéEléElQE§_9§_Eh§_§l£§§£§EE-E§£§E§E§£§ will change the
coefficient value:

- according to the formula

f zf 100 000
s s F

2

for changes in the static_lgag Fz.f; is the corre

sponding value from the figure for FE =lOO 000 N

- proportionally for changes of the tire_yigth bk if

the tire pressure against the snow is constant.

- prOportionally within a 10% change of the §n9y_gen-

§i£y po'

- within 2% for a 10% change of the wheel_ragiu§ R.
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Figure 5.1 Estimated snow dependent part of the rolling
resistance coefficient of an aircraft wheel
with 100 000 N static load as function of
wheel velocity v and snow depth h . The snow
density is 100 kg/m3, the tire width .3 m
and the wheel radius .55 m. The influence
on the rolling resistance of variations of
the different parameters is discussed on
page 28.
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Appendix 1
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MEASURED ROLLING RESISTANCE FORCE VALUES (from ref 1)

Table 1 Tire dimensions 12.50-16

Static load 38800 N

Vehicle speed 50 km/h

  

Snow Snow Snow Rolling resistance force
depth density temperature N

mm kg/m3 OC Inflation Inflation
pressure pressure
410 kPa 550 kPa

O 550 300

450 400

650 350

500 250

600 400

550 500

600 550

550 400

500 850

600 500

600 300

700 ' 550

750 550

550 650

600 350

600 400

550 100

400 450

400 500

600

400

500

700

450

650
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Page 2 (5)

Table 1 (continued)

Snow Snow Snow Rolling resistance force
depth density temperature N

nml kg/m3 OC Inflation Inflation
pressure pressure
410 kPa 550 kPa

450

400

350

350

450

450

650

900

650

500

500

650

10 70 -3.6 500

10 70 -3.5 450

10 70 -3.2 700

10 70 -3.0 850

10 70 -3.0 500

10 70 -3.0 550

20 7O -.6 800

20 7O -.7 700

20 7O -.7 700

20 7O -.7 700

20 7O -.9 450

_20 7O -l.0 750

25 80 -2.0 600

25 80 -2.0 550

25 80 -2.0 400

25 80 -2.0 500

30 80 -2.0 750

30 80 -2.0 750

30 80 -2.0 550
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Table 1 (continued)

Snow Snow Snow Rolling resistance force
depth density temperature N

mm kg/m3 CE Inflation Inflation
pressure pressure
410 kPa 550 kPa

30 80 -2.0 650

30 80 2.0 400

30 80 -2.0 650

60 50 -2.2 1350

60 50 -2.3 1350

60 20 -5.1 650

60 20 5.1 400

60 20 -5.2 500

60 20 -5.3 700

60 20 -5.4 650

60 20 -5.4 600

65 90 5.0 400

65 90 5.0 600

65 90 -5.0 750

70 50 -2.6 1250

70 50 2.6 1050

70 50 -2.8 1150

70 50 -2.9 1100

70 50 -3.0 950

70 50 -3.2 750

70 50 3.4 550

70 50 3.7 700

70 50 -3.8 800

70 130 -. 1600

70 130 -. 950

70 130 . 1050

90 120 8.2 1200

90 120 -8.2 1650

90 120 -8.2 1350
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Table 2 ASTM-tire

Appendix 1
Page 4

Tire dimensions

Static load

(5)

7.50-14

4800 N

Tire inflation pressure 165 kPa
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Snow Snow Snow Rolling resistance force

depth density temperature
Hml kg/m3 CE 50 km/h 65 km/h 80 km/h

0 155 165 150

155 160 160

150 175 170

95 165 155

135 95 120

130 100 100

140 90 105

135 95 130

105 115 120

120 90 135

100 95 85

9O 95 130

105 120 145

120 150 115

150 140 145

135 160 155

125 140

140

30 80 -1.9 170

30 80 -1.8 150

30 80 -1.7 195

30 80 -l.4 215

30 8O -l.2 160

30 80 -l.1 165

30 30 -2.5 135

30 30 2.5 120

30 30 -2.5 145

30 30 -2.5 130

30 30 -2.5 130

30 30 -2.5 105
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Table 2 (continued)

Snow Snow Snow

depth density temperature Rolling resistance force

mm kg/m3 C c 50 km/h 65 km/h 80 km/h

65 80 -5.9 235

65 80 -5.8 210

65 80 5.6 245

65 80 -5.4 335

65 80 -5.l 250

70 130 - 330

70 130 370

70 130 . 395

90 120 -6.0 310

90 120 -6.7 395

90 120 -7.4 460

90 120 -8.2 495

90 120 -9.0 400
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